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~ ~ ~ ~ TO LEARN THE COMPLETE DETAILS TRIGGER THE NUMBERS I GIVE HERE
FOR THE VIDEO
Former FEMA operative Celeste Solum talks with David Icke: - Vaccine &
Mass-depopulation
https://www.bitchute.com/video/Hay3FYxce9yv/
But, this is what they planned! they have already started it! This is so important to
learn... not sure if this can be stopped and it's not politics. its the changing of our
light, earth, our bodies, it's so horrific, I doubt that anyone will believe i!
But, this is what they planned! they have already started it! This is so important to
learn... not sure if this can be stopped and it's not politics. its the changing of our
light, earth, our bodies, it's horrific!
(This has been planned since 1999.)
YIKES! the lady Former FEMA operative Celeste Solum talks to David Icke.
(I bet people will choose not to believe this, as it is too much for a brain to take in.)
She said anyone who has taken the covid test has been marked with a magnetic
beacon... they have been bar-coded! (I thought as much before!!) She gives you
proof of that in 'their' own words... 50:27 more about the truth of the tests. Omni
rat platform and the
Changing the spin of the atoms in our body.. done with the covid tests!!! Of course
they would have a reason for all those tests!! This video shows reports so you have
the PROOF there.
It doesn't matter how much you disbelieve, this video will convince you of what has
been going on underneath all this political stuff. You think nothing will surprise you
now? Hmmm... let's see what you feel after seeing this video.
Well! I think this is one of THE most important info we've had yet. I wonder how
we'll get out of this one. Trump cannot deal with this. At 35:37 just after, is info
that will numb you about what your doctor is allowed to do now.. (if he/she
chooses) now it comes to doctors can be paid for your execution, by gassing,
guillotine or stabbed by syringe.
Doctors know this, but the people don't. So, consenting to the vaccine, you are
consenting to your own execution. . Fascinating video. This is about the
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psychopathic evil that is unbelievable. They want a new world and nothing of the
old world. Moved to 2025 Agenda. all the old humans eradicated, and others
enhanced and changed.
This is making the news in part she says…but I don’t know where.
Well, it gets even worse…. I will make a transcript as soon as possible, but
meanwhile, I suggest this video as incredible and does make so much sense as to
how our Earth has been bioengineered.. 52:00 Just when you thnk it could not
possibly get worse… it does… It is almost hilarious, if it didn’t make so much sense.
53:29 jellyfish dye fluorescent experiments for a reason. Just listen to the reason!!
I find this hilarious, as only the most psychotic mind (Draco?) could come up with
all this…
Of course I want to believe this is not true, and not going to happen. But you just
have to see possibly the WORST scenario that could EVER happen to all humans,
animals, in fact everything! If you don’t want to believe what this lady shows us,
then you’ll have a real laugh at least! It will be incredible entertainment for you. I
bet you will not be able to digest any of it as it is beyond anything humans could
invent. The are going to watch using nano dyes to capture in real time, the
environment and humans as they writhe and squirm, dying, while a synthetic entity
swallows you up.
I know this can’t make sense or even be believed. But, check out the video and see
what you think.. Maybe you’ll come up with something to help us ignore this info,
as just fear-mongering, so we can stay optimistic… Well, I say STILL stay optimistic
as this evil surely has to be dealt with by something divine.
55:00 We have magnetic particles, as our DNA is being targeting with 20-30000
nano particles, not active right now. Darpa, (black ops) and came up with a gel
called hydrogel or quantum dot. After the vaccine, it self-assembles then swarms
through your body.These nano robots have clamps or levers, and they hold your
blood cell until it is swallowed up. Crossing over the blood brain barrier and takes
over your brain. .
Julie was born 1986, got immunisations, she started to fail in school needed brain
surgery, Ben Carson, who ran for president, went into the brain… he found her
whole brain was glue, every crack and crevice, went down her spinal cord and
throughout her nervous system. 2003 the girl died and was written up in the
medical journal.
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Harvest our moisture in the body, sucks out our moisture and our cells starts to
wither, and this grows until we are no longer human, the biogical self dies. Low
dose to begin with then more doses. To avoid it is to say no to the covid tests and
the vaccinations. They have araolised this, planning on putting it into our food.
Images of hydra-gell or quantum dot. It is already in our food and water, and can
also be breathed in. In the masks will be a hydrogel mask breathing in the hydrogel
particles. This is fascinating and so unbelievable that if is almost comical!
I don’t think we can be shocked anymore, or even react with fear! We have had too
much of this, so we can now think that if it happens it does.. there is nothing we
can do to stop it. Maybe others can. Nano synbios, can carry fungus, and has
explosive capability more than tnt… It gets its order by the frequency aimed at it.
We get different symptoms, because different payloads are being delivered.
Nurses have seen coagulated blood, which is like glue. The blood will trun into the
consistency of cheese curds. It doesn’t seem like a quick death.. If they don’t get us
one way, they will another way.
The hydrogel goes straight to the brain, with the cotton buds up the nose so close
to the brain, and this crosses the blood brain barrier. The symptoms will creep up
on people. Celeste thinks that this will affect our eternal life also.. She say maybe it
affects the soul with some carry-over…
A science fiction could not write such a scenario!
Celeste says we must share this truth… I don’t think anyone will want to hear this
and you will become their enemy if you do share..Of course we will prefer not to
believe any of this… I know that is how I shall be. Thinking I will not be affected.
Until it happens. Whatever horror that is.. Or maybe President Trump knows about
this and has a plan? Well, we can always hope.. Leave it to him… as usual, because
what can we do? This is so ridiculous that it is hilarious.
It was suggested to search for info on the following: PHYLOCODE, Optofluidic
analysis, hydrogel, quantum dot…and there are human genes in rice!!

